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Abstract: Many high-end devices in industries or for a naive user, such as laptop computers and mobile phones, use rechargeable batteries that allow a user to recharge the battery once the battery is been drained. Hence, the battery is a component and the end-user will focus on the performance of it. Optimizing the battery without affecting the performance is the focus of this paper. A software service to optimize battery in a laptop is developed focusing on areas such as Information gathering, CPU utilization, Application background colour, Monitor brightness and Foreground Application.

Index Terms – Optimization, CPU Utilization, Foreground Application, Windows Management Instrumentation.

I. Introduction

A battery in a laptop is a part of hardware that supplies a computer with energy to operate, allowing that device to operate without a power cord. Depending on how much power it takes, batteries are often able to power a laptop computer for many hours. High-end machines, such as laptop computers and mobile phones, use batteries that are rechargeable.

Lithium ion batteries are used in laptops, with the flatter lithium polymer technology being used in some thinner versions. The older nickel metal-hydride batteries have largely been replaced by these two technologies. The battery life varies greatly by the model and workload that it is designed for, and can vary from an hour to a single day.

Laptop batteries can also be costly since the only one that makes a battery to suit their individual laptop is the laptop maker. This is done so that when a new battery is needed, the manufacturer can have control of the demand. This is mostly done to motivate, instead of replacing the battery, to purchase a new laptop. In certain cases, the price, which is what the manufacturer intended, makes no difference.

The battery is the one of the focus points for an end user to purchase the machine. The battery is optimized using three factors that is CPU utilization, Monitor brightness and Application background colour currently. The system Optimization is also applied to enable usage of battery in a machine. These three factors can increase the battery usage of a personal computer for a naïve user.

II. Proposed System

The goal is to develop a Service that optimizes Battery usage in a Personal Computer. Optimizing Battery without compromising on Performance is the focus and this paper is specific for Windows Operating System.
A. OBJECTIVES

- Monitor the system for Process level Details.
- Identifying the User’s Action, the foreground application.
- Building the Battery Optimizer Engine to detect CPU Utilization, Monitor Brightness and Application Background Color.

The main aim is to develop a service that Optimizes Battery in a personal computer. Monitoring the system for Information is done initially to understand what is the current state of the system and its processes. This information is structured and stored. Identifying the user’s action focuses on capturing the foreground application only, the application that is visible to the user and maximized and the application that is highlighted in case two applications are minimized adjusted according to the screen size. The Factors from application perspective is to focus on CPU Utilization, Monitor Brightness and Application Background Colour.

III. System Architecture

This section covers the high level architecture, comprehensive flowchart, requirement analysis.

![Fig 1. System Architecture of the Proposed System](image)

The architecture of the proposed system; the information provider has two divisions, User’s Action and the System Monitoring. The system monitoring and the user’s action is a single thread. The continuous change of applications is captured in the Foreground Event which is the foreground Event identifier. The process level details are captured and stored continuously every time the thread functions.

System Monitoring captures the process level details in a thread. There is a repository created for analysing and categorizing each process details. The process details are continuously captured and stored with a new set to avoid any garbage value. The system category is roughly divided into ten categories. These categories will later help to analyse the optimization that has to be done against its processes.
User’s Action is an important module which offers the second base to analyse the type of application each system is working on. The thread works continuously to find the foreground application and stores the information of the foreground application. The foreground category identifier would then lookup the repository and capture the category of the foreground process. This is a continuous process and works in a multithreaded manner.

System Level Optimizations are applied depending on the type of OS and the current specifications. Application Level Optimization are detecting CPU Utilization which is a major key role contributor to battery usage. The CPU utilization which is consumption of Processor time with respect to time is considered. Application background color is another factor which can contribute to the battery usage and hence the further actions to decrease Monitor brightness seamlessly was done.

IV. Design

The diagram in Fig 2 describes the workflow of the proposed system. The Event Hook continuously monitors the foreground and the other threads monitor the CPU utilization, Monitor Brightness and Application Background Color.

There are two parts to the implementation, the Information Provider and the Battery Optimizer Engine. The Information Provider is built to improve the battery optimizer engine to decide if the optimization is required or not. The information provider has two divisions, User’s Action and the System Monitoring. The system monitoring and the user’s action is a single thread. The continuous change of applications was captured in the Foreground Event which is the foreground Event identifier. The process level details are captured and stored continuously every time the thread functions.
V. Results

The executable file, can be installed like any other application to monitor and increase Battery Life. The executable file focuses for Windows Operating System. The result is seen for any naïve user or a user with a load of 30% on the system.

Future Developments

The enhancement of the proposed system can be extended to work on the process of once the highest CPU utilization is captured and the user will be notified of it. The controls can be enhanced taking user’s choice on whether the user would like to reduce the brightness and choose a lighter background color for the application.

VI. Conclusion

The system currently gathers information of all process level details in a time interval of ten seconds. The information is gathered and stored as a lookup table. This lookup is refreshed when the module is called. The Battery Optimizer engine works on three factors CPU Utilization, Monitor Brightness and Application Background Colour.
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